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THE TECH

HANDicap Draws Many Contestants

Runners Desert the Cinder Path for Board Track As Wintry Season Drives Near

Ray Jack Continues Sterling Performance In Pole Vault—Coach Doc Connors Seems Pleased With Showing

Featured in the performance of the freshman in the pole vault who cleared 8 feet 3 inches last week and then stepped on a bar in an attempt to go higher was the fact that the board vault had been deserted by most of the other contestants this time. Indeed one observer felt that the men were coming up in form and were going to have a good meet this year.

In the last meet it was the same story as far as track was concerned as he placed first position in two events, the 220 yard dash and the 220 yard hurdles. In both of these events he was fairly good for 9 yards, took first place and finished third position.

Fitzpatrick, running with a handicap of 1 1/2 yards, Miller, a freshman who has been laid up with a leg sprain, was in third position.

A summary of the meet is given below:

OuTDOOR TRACK MEET

1. Fred Silver, (A) 5:04.2
2. Frank Fornar, (W) 5:04.5
3. Olive Smith, (W) 5:05.0
4. Bernice Pettingill, (W) 5:05.3

Varisty track meet.

Freshman team vs. Frosh.

1. Jack Doak, (W) 5:07.0
2. Roy Jack, (W) 5:07.5
3. Chuck Blackwood, (W) 5:08.0

Frosh team.

Attractive Schedule Arranged—Will Meet Varsity Next Friday

MEN PRACTICING HARD

According to the latest reports freshmen basketball is the most successful outing. The men have been showing up as well as practice and it is an interesting story to see how fast this team is moving along.

The schedule for the remainder of the season is as follows: Harvard at the Arena on Dec. 11, Dartmouth at Harvard on Jan. 5, Army at West Point on Jan. 12, Hamilton College at Clinton, N.Y. on Jan. 19, Colgate at Ithaca on Jan. 24. No further games are arranged.

Coach: Dan Sayre

FRESHMAN CUBS TO HOLD DINNER

Coach Dan Sayre To Outline Plans—Will Speak

Tomorrow evening the freshmen cub room will hold—dinner in the Grill Room of the Harvard Hotel. Dan Sayre, varsity coach, will do the talking. The dinner was arranged by Coach Sayre with the idea of giving the freshmen a chance to meet some of the football players and to hear Coach Sayre's plans for the season. The dinner will be at 6 o'clock and will precede the game.
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